A-List Lifestyle Intro:
An introduction with 3 quick teasers and 2 quotes from the upcoming show.
The Place To Be:
What is the hottest or coolest A-List spot in the world? It could be a city, a country, a
club or an event. Any corner of the world the rich and famous flock to in order to see
and be seen and have a good time.
Coming Up:
A quick teaser of the next two items we’ll show in the first half of the episode.
Exclusive:
This item varies each episode. It’s always about someone we’ve interviewed
ourselves. Could be a celebrity, someone who works with celebrities, or just anyone
who serves the super rich.
Top 5:
We line up a top 5 - or top 3, whatever fits the narrative - about any A-list topic you
can imagine. It can vary from top 5 richest athletes in the world to the top 3 most
expensive super yachts.
- BREAK Welcome Back:
An introduction to the second half of the show. We tease the audience with two
upcoming items.
Celebrity Of The Week:
We take a closer look at the life and career of an A-List celebrity and focus on their
opulent lifestyle. How did they become famous, or rich, or powerful? What do they
spend their money on?
Body & Mind:
What do celebrities do to keep their health, beauty and sanity? Usually an expert
tells all about the most A-List subjects.
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Still To Come:
A short teaser of the last two items in the show.
Must Have:
We show all kinds of toys for the privileged few. Most of the times they are incredibly
expensive. It could be a super car, jewels, an airplane or a yacht, even a castle or an
island.
Inspiration
Intriguing timeless trends that are part of the way of life for the A-List upper class. A
lifestyle expert often tells all about a certain behavior from the super rich.
Next Week:
Join us next week for many more tips from experts and the stars themselves to live
the life of a true A-List celebrity.
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